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Criteria Issues Discussion 
Preservation:  
FRE 103 

Objection at trial on hearsay and CC grounds preserved issue for appeal. 
Std. of review: fact abuse of disc. Law: de novo. CC: de novo. 
The objection must be:�1) made�2) timely�3) well-grounded  
Why Require Objections?�1) To avoid endless litigation�2) To help 
the court�3) To help the opposing side (And here …) 
Four types of error: reversible, harmless, plain and constitutional 
Here we have no error, but if error had been committed there would be 
reversible error on the hearsay question and certainly on the 
confrontation matter. Preserved, no error here either rules technical, or 
abuse of discretion as to facts under FRE or constitutional de novo. 

Good (A- to A): 23-30 
Satisfactory (B- to B+): 15-
22 
Unsatisfactory (C- to C+): 
08-14 
Very Poor (E to D+): 0-07 

MAX: 30 

FRE 104(a) ONLY 
Bench Trial 

104(a): Predicate facts on admissibility, especially findings for 803(2) 
and Crawford Doctrine for the judge by a preponderance using 
Bourjaily. Is it admissible hearsay and not-testimonial? Partial 
bootstrapping ok, but lots of independent evidence available to be 
discussed in 803(2) section.  
BENCH TRIAL so no 104(b) discussion. 

Good (A- to A): 23-30 
Satisfactory (B- to B+): 15-
22 
Unsatisfactory (C- to C+): 
08-14 
Very Poor (E to D+): 0-07 

MAX: 30 
Logical Relevance 
FRE 401/402 

401(a) relevance (hypo: robbery, intent); 401(b) materiality (“of 
consequence”) (attack detail and intent). 
TOMA: “Help, I am being robbed. Inductively it is either: come rescue 
me please (excitement, emergency) OR come arrest this man and 
prosecute him to the full extent of the law (perhaps still excitement, but 
more anger than fear, and testimonial in purpose of declarant).  
402[b] irrelevant not admissible;  
402[a] relevant potentially admissible 
Relevance standard of the rules most liberal of possible four 

Good (A- to A): 45-60 
Satisfactory (B- to B+): 30-
44 
Unsatisfactory (C- to C+): 
15-29 
Very Poor (E to D+): 0-14 

MAX: 60 

Specific Rule(s) 
Hearsay:  
801(a),(b),(c) 

801(a)[1] Oral assertions;  
801(b) by victim Shelly. No questions here, though the officers barked 
“command to release”. Objection to what Shelly said.  
801(c)[start] these “statements”;  
801(c)(1) will not be made while testifying at the current trial, victim 
Shelly declarant was absent; 
801(c)(2) prosecution intends to offer Shelly’s words for TOMA. 

Good (A- to A): 23-30 
Satisfactory (B- to B+): 15-
22 
Unsatisfactory (C- to C+): 
08-14 
Very Poor (E to D+): 0-07 

MAX: 30 
FRE 802 Presumptive 
Inadmissibility  
Exclude and Distrust 
factors related to 
declarant 

3 ReasonsWhy Exclude Hearsay? (1) The absence of cross-examination; 
(2) The absence of demeanor evidence; (3) The absence of the oath 
4 Reasons Why do we distrust Hearsay? Four Risks: (1) Risk of Faulty 
Memory; (2) Risk of Misperception; (3) Risk of "Ambiguity" or "Faulty 
Narration"; (4) Risk of Distortion  
Defendant gave competing explanation so Help I am being robbed 
counters that defense but is inconsistent with it as well which is a 
credibility matter that is usually best resolved through trial cross. 

Good (A- to A): 23-30 
Satisfactory (B- to B+): 15-
22 
Unsatisfactory (C- to C+): 
08-14 
Very Poor (E to D+): 0-07 

MAX: 30 

FRE 803(2) 803(2) (Rule elements, especially “related to” and then Haggins, Arnold, 
9-1-1) 
NOT description made while observing it. YES on 803(2) the three 
factors from US v. Arnold: (1) excitement causing event; (2) no time to 
contrive; (3) under effect of excitement; Independent corroboration by 
officer’s observations and photos.  
Cry for help is well-put. A freaked out, scared person calls for rescue by 
anyone and luckily is rescued by police. 

Good (A- to A): 45-60 
Satisfactory (B- to B+): 30-
44 
Unsatisfactory (C- to C+): 
15-29 
Very Poor (E to D+): 0-14 

MAX: 60 

Specific Rule 
Constitutional: 
Crawford Doctrine 

Sixth Amendment Confrontation Clause (quote it); Made applicable to 
states by 14th Am. Due Process, Pointer v. Texas 
Crawford: Testimonial statements of witnesses absent from trial have 
been admitted only where the declarant is unavailable, and only where 
the defendant has had a prior opportunity to cross-examine. 
Davis: Testimonial occupies entire field; emergency doctrine; More like 
Davis than Hammon; Medical Emergency and Danger Mich. V. Bryant 
and Arnold. 
Bryant: Objective totality of the circumstances test for primary purpose 
of declarant’s statement.   
+ Arnold: Example of emergency 
Shelly’s call for help was just that, a call for rescue in the middle of an 
assault not a statement of arrest this man and prosecute him. 

Good (A- to A): 70-90 
Satisfactory (B- to B+): 45-
69 
Unsatisfactory (C- to C+): 
22-44 
Very Poor (E to D+): 0-21 

MAX: 90 

Balancing? 403 
Efficiency mostly 
U/P on hearsay 
possible 
No 105 (No jury) 

TOMA permitted, but perhaps UP against defendant due to lack of cross 
and reasons to distrust hearsay. 

Good (A- to A): 23-30 
Satisfactory (B- to B+): 15-
22 
Unsatisfactory (C- to C+): 
08-14 
Very Poor (E to D+): 0-07 

MAX: 30 
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